Appendix A | Front yard setback variance request
A.0. Overview of this variance request.

As detailed below, this Front Yard Setback (FYSB) variance request stems from a series of hardships related to the
unique shape and orientation of lot 4 as described in Massachusetts General Law Chapter 40a, Section 10 (MGL).
The relevant section of MGL, which is paraphrased below 1, clearly defines the power of the zoning board to grant
such variances under the following circumstances. First, there must exist lot-specific circumstances that result in
a hardship were a variance not granted. Second, granting such a variance must not be to the substantial detriment
of the public good. Lastly, granting such a variance must not nullify the intent or purpose of the zoning ordinance.
Here, I summarize how our FYSB variance request is perfectly aligned with the intent and requirements of the
Massachusetts General Law variance process.
•

•

•

In section A.1 of this appendix, I describe circumstances related to the lot shape and orientation that create a
substantial hardship to constructing a home on this lot. Specific circumstances unique to lot 4 include: the
lot’s orientation as a “corner condition” (see A.1.a), the lot’s limited frontage (see A.1.b), and the lot’s limited
width (see A.1.c). Note that these circumstances and hardships are unique to lot 4 and do NOT affect the RDB10 zoning district generally or this neighborhood specifically.
In response to these hardships, we have developed a plan that benefits the public good through our designed
home’s orientation, massing, and integration of sustainable home design practices (see A.2). Our design
necessitates the granting of a FYSB variance to site the house 17’ from the nominal frontage produced by the
hammerhead (see A.1).
We thus contend that a literal enforcement of the FYSB requirement would involve substantial hardship, as
this design is impractical to execute without the variance. Moreover, failure to grant such a variance would
require redesigning the home, likely resulting in a structure similar to that proposed in the sub-division plan,
which we contend is of detriment to the public good (see Fig. 2; Fig 5).

This variance request additionally follows the requirements 2 and intent 3 of the Development Agreement between
the Town and Five Points Development by moving the home away from the existing neighbors at the rear of the
property.
I conclude by noting that granting such a Variance has clear precedence. Indeed, lot 2, Abby Rd. was granted a
similar FYSB variance on a more limited set of circumstances/hardships, and with a less clear benefit to the public
good. The description of that decision reads: “The Board found that the curve in Abby Road resulted in a unique
shape for Lot 2, and that this shape creates a substantial hardship by making it impractical to build a house on
that lot without the requested variance…The variance promotes the public good by increasing the buffer for the
abutter on Dana Road and does not derogate the intent of the By-Law, particularly where the land across Abby
Road is owned by the Town and no one is adversely affected by this variance.” I contend that this decision perfectly
Massachusetts General Law Chapter 40a, Section 10 in summary
“The permit granting authority shall have the power…to grant…a variance from the terms of the applicable zoning ordinance
where the granting authority specifically finds that owing to circumstances relating to the soil conditions, shape, or
topography…especially affecting such land…but not affecting generally the zoning district in which it is located, a literal
enforcement of the…by-law would involve substantial hardship…to the petitioner, and that desirable relief may be granted
without substantial detriment to the public good and without nullifying or substantially derogating from the intent or purpose
of such ordinance or by-law.” From https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws/parti/titlevii/chapter40a/section10.
2
Development Agreement Section 1E summary:
“Five Points shall apply to the zoning Board of Appeals for a front setback variance in order to construct the houses on Lots
1-5 abutting Dana Avenue at least 5 feet closer to the Road than is allowed under the Zoning Bylaw.” Emphasis added. From
https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/6023/Appeal-Abby-Rd-2-18-2021?bidId=.
3
Zoning Board of appeals Decision No. 3934 describing the intent of Development Agreement Section 1E:
“This condition was evidently intended to allow for the possibility of additional buffer between the Abby Road development
and the abutting properties on Dana and Highland Avenues.”
1
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maps to the circumstances on lot 4, with the hammerhead replacing the curve, and the rear abutter on N. Border
Rd. replacing that on Dana Rd.
Given the advantages of this design for the public good and the unique hardships resulting from the shape
and orientation of lot 4, we thus ask that the board of appeals grant an 8’ variance to the front yard setback
requirement, allowing for the construction of our designed home with a front yard setback of 17’.

A.1. Unique hardships of Lot 4, Abby Rd.

This variance request follows specific hardships related to: a) the unique “corner” condition of this particular lot;
b) the non-standard lot shape with extremely limited (and non-conforming) frontage and width; and c) the highly
constrained building envelope resulting from the unconventional hammerhead and on-site stormwater tanks,
which were approved through the sub-division process and whose existence pre-date our purchase of lot 4.
A.1.a. Lot shape – unique corner condition.
As depicted in Fig. 1, lot 4 is situated at the NorthEast corner of the subdivision and is tucked into
the corner of the development with an extremely
narrow opening facing Abby Rd. at the SouthWest corner of the lot. As a result, residential lots
are found on all four sides of lot 4 [Fig. 1, green lot
4 outline]. This contrasts with more standard lots
that bear at most three sides with adjoining
neighbors. We refer to this lot configuration as a
“corner condition” and note it is unique to lot 4
within the sub-division as well as to the greater
surrounding neighborhood.
In response to such corner conditions, homes are
most typically sited at a ~45º angle to the long axis
of the lot, effectively pointing the “front” façade
of the home to the open corner. Whereas the
extreme corner condition on lot 4 is rare,
Winchester has many cul-de-sacs that result in
less onerous corner conditions. Most homes in
such cul-de-sacs are sited at an angle to expose
the front façade to the open corner; akin to the
home looking out at the angle represented by the
red arrow in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Lot 4 corner condition hardship resulting from Abby Rd. subdivision lot layout. Note limited visibility and access to public way (red
arrow), and boarding neighbors on all four sides (green outline).

We have considered two such home orientations –
one identical to that proposed in the definitive sub-division plan 4 with the long axis of the house facing the corner
(Fig. 2A), and alternatively with the short axis facing this corner (Fig. 2B). As depicted, the resulting massing in Fig.
2B is significantly less imposing on the public way and preliminary discussions with the Winchester Design Review
Committee concurred that the thoughtful orientation depicted in Fig. 2B provided an improved view from the
public way by decreasing the apparent mass of the structure. Additionally, our preferred orientation depicted in
Fig. 2B aims to preserve views from homes on North Border Rd. and Dana Ave. that currently look downhill along
Abby Rd. and towards to Western hills. Based on these considerations, we strongly advocate for the house
orientation depicted in Fig. 2B.

See sheet C-2 of https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/3439/Definitive-Plan-Subdivision-Land-Off-ofHighland-Ave---12-20-18.
4
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However, siting the home as in Fig. 2B
poses a specific challenge with regard to
the FYSB as the home encroaches 8’ into
the RDB-10 prescribed FYSB with this
orientation. Thus, we seek relief from the
FYSB requirements.
A.1.b. Lot shape – limited frontage.
As a result of the corner condition
described above, lot 4 has extremely
limited frontage (56 ft.) relative to the
minimum requirements for a conforming
RDB-10 lot (80 ft.). Notably, most of this 56
ft. “frontage” [Fig. 3; red] results from the
hammerhead roadway that intrudes in Lot
4. Indeed, the frontage providing direct
access to the road as calculated as the
distance from the SE corner of lot 3 to the
NW corner of lot 5 is at most 40 ft. [Fig. 3;
green], and more realistically closer to 33
ft. [Fig. 3; blue].
The limited frontage available on lot 4
represents a unique hardship when
Fig. 2. Potential home orientations. Orientation presented in the sub-division
considering strict application of the agreement (A; top) results in an imposing massing and exposes the garage to the
nominal FYSB requirements. Indeed, public way. Our preferred orientation (B; bottom) politely turns the mass of the house
literal enforcement of the FYSB would away from the road, hides the garage, and affords improved views from the homes
result in a house that: 1) is extremely far above lot 4 on N. Border Rd.
(~50 ft.) from the primary roadway; 2) creates hardships in designing a usable driveway; and 3) results in a home
with very limited views of the public way. Effectively, strict enforcement of the FYSB would push the home even
further into the corner condition described above.
Fig. 3. Hardship caused by limited frontage and lot
width. Lot frontage as calculated in the subdivision agreement (red; 56’ total), a conservative
estimate of usable frontage (green; 40’), and a
more realistic depiction of usable frontage (blue;
33’). Lot width (78’) is depicted in orange. Notably,
the width of lot 4 (78’) is less than that of lot 2
(82.5’), which was previously granted a FYSB
variance by the zoning board of appeals.

I note that in Winchester’s Zoning
Dimensional Requirements 5, the ratio of
lot frontage to the FYSB is held
approximately constant through its
residential zoning districts. This ratio has
likely been developed to maintain visual
coherence throughout the Town. Lots
with less frontage are permitted to build
structures closer to the public way; those with larger frontage must push the structures further from the public
way to decrease their apparent massing when viewed from the street. As annotated in Table 1, this ratio is
5

Dimensional requirements for various Winchester Zoning districts from: https://winchester.town.codes/Zoning/4.1.2.
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typically ~3 or less, with smaller ratios indicating a larger FYSB relative to the lot’s frontage. Given the calculated
frontage on lot 4, a maximum FYSB of ~17’ seems appropriate. To overcome the hardships of lot 4, we have sited
our design at this 17’ setback in alignment with this calculation [Table 1].
A.1.b. Lot shape – limited lot width.
As a result of the intruding hammerhead, lot 4 presents an additional hardship related to the limited and nonconforming width of the lot. This limited lot width (78’; Fig. 3, orange) further constrains the buildable area of this
lot, and we request a FYSB variance to alleviate this hardship. Notably, a FYSB variance was granted on lot 2 of
this development on the grounds of the limited width (~83’) of that lot. Lot 4 is ~4’ narrower than lot 2, seemingly
implying that a similar front yard setback variance is justified [Table 1].
Lot/zoning district
RG conforming
RDB-10 conforming
RDC-15 conforming

Frontage
65’
80’
100’

FYSB
20’
25’
35’

Frontage/FYSB
3.3
3.2
2.9

Lot Width
65’
80’
100’

Lot 4 – hammerhead (red)
Lot 4 – conservative usable frontage (green)
Lot 4 – realistic usable frontage (blue)

56’
40’
33’

17’
17’
17’

3.3
2.4
1.9

78’
78’
78’

Lot 2 – previously granted FYSB variance

116’

20’

5.8

82.5’

Table 1. Relationship between frontage, lot width, and front yard setbacks (FYSB). Note that decreasing Frontage/FYSB ratios correspond
to a decreasing visual impact of the structure’s mass when viewed from the public way, with most residential zoning districts in Winchester
achieving a ratio of ~3. Our proposed variance request achieves this ratio even when considering the unusable hammerhead frontage (red),
and it greatly improves upon this ratio when considering the effective frontage as viewed from the public way (green, blue). Minimum lot
width for each zoning district and that of lots 2 and 4 also noted.

A.1.c. Lot shape – restricted building envelope.
As described above, the hammerhead roadway at the South-West corner of lot 4 strongly protrudes into the lot.
This protrusion greatly diminishes the available building envelope, thereby creating a unique hardship. Although
this hammerhead is technically a public way, it provides access exclusively to lot 4, making it extremely unlikely
that the general public would regularly (or ever) utilize this roadway. Instead, as described in the Definitive
Subdivision Plan Narrative 6, and depicted on the Definitive Subdivision Plan 7 it appears that the hammerhead was
designed simply to allow for large trucks (i.e. fire trucks) to turn-around on this dead-end street. As such, this
hammerhead is more akin to a private driveway. Were it treated as such, the FYSB would be measured from the
“realistic” frontage line depicted in Fig. 3 (blue). When measured from that point, our siting produces a front yard
greater than 35’. In contrast, measuring the FYSB 25’ from the end of the hammerhead effectively imposes a
required 52’ FYSB on our design – a clear hardship. A comparison of the building envelopes on Lot 4 with and
without the hammerhead are depicted in Fig. 4. For comparison, the building envelope applying the requested
17’ front yard setback variance as measured from the hammerhead is also included.

The narrative states: “Per our discussions with the Town the proposed street shall be a dead-end street with a
hammerhead turn around.” Quoted from: https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/3237/Highland-Ave-LandSwap-Def-Subdiv-Narrative-101018.
7
Sheets D-11 and D-12 depict “Fire Truck” autoTURN simulations, explicitly utilizing the lot 4 hammerhead.
https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/3439/Definitive-Plan-Subdivision-Land-Off-of-Highland-Ave---12-20-18.
6
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Fig. 4. Limited building envelope resulting from hammerhead. A) Building envelop that would result were the hammerhead not utilized as a
fire truck turnaround. This corner and resulting setback would be more typical of roads in Winchester. B) Building envelope resulting from
the protrusion of the hammerhead into lot 4. Note the discrepancy between the lot 3 minimum FYSB [blue dashed line] and that of lot 4 [red
envelope] in panel B. The intrusion of the hammerhead and the strict application of the FYSB creates an unnaturally large apparent minimum
FYSB on lot 4 of ~50’, and profoundly restricts the building envelope. Granting of an 8’ FYSB variance helps alleviate this hardship.

The stormwater management tank installed on lot 4 presents an additional unique challenge in siting and building
a conforming home. As depicted in Fig. 4, the stormwater management tank (labeled tank) along the East side of
lot 4 requires a 10’ setback from the site of tank installation. This effectively results in a ~40’ minimum rear yard
setback (the western edge of the tank is ~30’ from the property line), further limiting the available building
envelope. I note that this tank was primarily installed to handle stormwater runoff from the Fells and North
Boarder Rd., and not to manage stormwater directly on lot 4. An existing additional tank on the West side of lot
4, and one proposed on the South side of lot 4 are designed primarily to manage stormwater on our property. I
further note that this proposed additional tank is required to manage the additional impervious surface required
for our driveway, which must wrap around the house to access the now hidden garage.

A.2 Our design approach.

Here, I describe our approach to designing and siting our home in response to the unique hardships posed by this
lot, and how this approach aims to mitigate impact on the public good of the existing neighborhood as well as that
of the newly built roadway. Our design approach began by placing one house façade orthogonal to the corner
condition, thereby creating a “front” of the house that faces lot 4’s limited frontage. As depicted in Fig. 2, we
considered placing the structure’s long axis against the lot frontage as depicted in the approved sub-division plan.
The resulting massing is imposing on Abby Rd, and strongly obscures views from existing neighbors to the East –
clear detriments to the public good. In response to the deficits of this orientation, we have instead pursued a
design with the home’s short axis facing the frontage. The result is a much more pleasing massing that “politely”
turns the house to expose the short axis to the roadway, and affords viewing alleys to the existing homes on N.
Border Rd. and Dana Ave. This orientation has the additional benefit of tucking our garage out of sight from the
roadway and results in a visually pleasing solution to the lot 4-specific hardships described above [Fig. 5].
On Jan. 5, 2022, I informally attended the Winchester Design Review Committee meeting and showed them our
proposed house siting, elevations, and renderings. They were unanimously impressed with our design and
commended our architect, Isamu Kanda, on the creativity and thoughtful execution of this design. They specifically
noted the appeal of the decreased apparent house massing from Abby Rd, our design’s ability to hide the garage
out-of-sight, and the “polite” angling of the house with regard to the existing neighbors. Their only voiced concerns
were with the color of the rendered house (brown, at the time), and the variety of window sizes on the Northern
façade. We have incorporated their comments into our design and now present these improved renderings and
elevations.
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Fig. 5. Renderings of our proposed design (left), and that depicted in the Definitive Site Plan (right). Viewing locations 1-3 are annotated in
the lower plot plan, depicted with the requested 17’ FYSB. Note the decreased apparent massing, visual obfuscation of the garage, and
improved sight lines for neighboring properties that our proposed design affords.
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This preferred orientation and massing were additionally chosen as this will be a 100% electric house, with a
geothermal heat pump for heating and cooling. Gas is not available on this site, and because sustainability and
reducing reliance on fossil fuels is hugely important to my family, we excluded the use of propane tanks. With that
in mind, the massing and orientation of the house has been optimized for solar energy collection throughout the
year [Fig 6], enabling us to minimally rely on the energy grid. Specifically, we have:
• Sited the house with the longest facade facing due south.
• In plan, this orients the largest roof surface due south, the most efficient directionality for photovoltaic panels.
• In elevation the slope of our roofline is 32 degrees, the near optimal tilt-angle for photovoltaic panels at our
latitude.
• All along the south elevation we have designed large glazing with deep overhangs. These windows allow
natural light to penetrate much of the house during the day such that lights will not be needed until dusk.
• The deep overhangs provide protection from excessive solar heat in the summer and from the New England
elements in the spring, fall and winter.
Our proposed orientation and massing of this house has both context and sustainability in mind. It is not
haphazardly placed; rather every wall, corner, and window were placed to maximize the site, to fit into the context
of the landscape, and maximize sustainability.

Fig. 6. Optimizing home orientation, massing, and glazing for solar energy collection and long-term sustainability. The long axis of the home
supports 42 photovoltaic panels oriented directly south, which are estimated to produce ~20,000 kWh of power annually. Given this
production, our use of highly efficient geothermal ground source heat pump for heating and cooling, and our application of thoughtful
glazing and overhangs, we expect the home will achieve or exceed NetZero energy usage.

A.3 FYSB variance request in the context of the Development Agreement and Mass. General Law.

This appendix has detailed the specifics of lot 4 Abby Rd. as they relate to our requested FYSB variance. I have
described how our schematic design, which necessitates the requested FYSB variance was specifically developed
to: 1) respond to the unique hardships posed by the shape, location, and orientation of this lot; 2) mitigate impact
of this home’s massing on the existing neighborhood, thereby improving the public good (or, at a minimum, not
contributing to the detriment of the public good); and 3) orient this home for optimal energy efficiency, thereby
minimizing long-term environmental impact. I further have described how granting such a FYSB ameliorates these
hardships without negatively impacting the public good, and without creating an unsustainable precedence for
granting such variances. Indeed, the specifics of lot 4 detailed above are completely unique to this lot and are not
found elsewhere in the Town of Winchester.
Additionally, I have noted that the Development Agreement negotiated by the Town on behalf of the existing
neighborhood surrounding Abby Rd. explicitly requires we design a home necessitating approval of such a FYSB
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variance. To wit, the Definitive Subdivision Plan Narrative 8 descriptions acknowledge the need for such a FYSB
variance due to the unique shapes of these lots 9 (most critically, lots 2 and 4); the benefit of such variances to the
existing neighborhood10, and the limited impact of such a variance on the public good11. I contend that our
variance request follows the intent and explicit requirements of this sub-division agreement.
Finally, I detailed how the specifics of this variance request directly relate to Chapter 4a, Section 10 of
Massachusetts General Law 12, and this section’s intent to provide local zoning boards the authority to grant
variances such as that requested here, and a similar such request previously granted to lot 2 of the Abby Rd.
development 13. Please note that, with the exception of the FYSB presently under consideration, our proposed
design conforms to all other requirements of zoning district RDB-10.

Footnotes 9-11 quoted from: https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/3237/Highland-Ave-Land-Swap-DefSubdiv-Narrative-101018
9
Section 6.2.1(e); page 4: “Lot 4 does not meet lot width requirements because of the shape and relationship of the lot to
the hammerhead”
10
Section 6.2.1(e); page 3: “The home proposed for lots 4 and 5 do not meet the front and side yard setback requirements.
This was done to enhance the separation distance between proposed new homes that are to be part of this subdivision and
the existing homes and lots of Dana Avenue and North Border Road.”; Section 6.5.2.6(b) page 7: “Regarding siting, the
proposed plan is requesting relief for the eventual home locations utilizing shorter front and side setbacks so as to give the
new homes more open space separation from the existing abutting Dana Ave and North Border Road neighborhood.”
11
Section 6.5.2.8 (c), page 9: “Views into and out of the project from the abutting neighborhood will be enhanced by our
request to compromise some of the front and side yard setbacks.” Emphasis added.
12
https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws/parti/titlevii/chapter40a/section10
13
https://www.winchester.us/DocumentCenter/View/7209/Decision-3934---Lot-2-Abby-Road
8
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